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Modern Diplomacy in PracticePalgrave Macmillan, 2019

	
		This textbook, the first comprehensive comparative study ever undertaken, surveys and compares the world’s ten largest diplomatic services: those of Brazil, China, France, Germany, India, Japan, Russia, Turkey, the United Kingdom, and the United States. Chapters cover the distinctive histories and cultures of the services,...
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Sacred Places Around the World: 108 Destinations (Sacred Places: 108 Destinations series)CCC Publishing, 2004

	Human civilization in the 21st century can be defined by diversity and duality. One-fifth of the world’s population is Chinese, another fifth Muslim. A hundred million of us are homeless children living in extreme poverty. More than two percent of the human population is mentally retarded. There are over 10,000 spoken languages. Yet, a...
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Digital System Design with VHDL (2nd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2004

	When the first edition of this book was published, the idea of combining a text on digital
	design with one on VHDL seemed novel. At about the same time, several other books
	with similar themes were published. This book has now been adopted by several universities
	as a core text. Moreover, the first edition has now been translated into...
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Content Computing: Advanced Workshop on Content Computing, AWCC 2004Springer, 2005
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the Advanced Workshop on Content Computing, AWCC 2004, held in Zhen Jiang, Jiang Su, China in November 2004.

The 26 revised full papers and 36 revised short papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 194 submissions. The papers are organized in topical sections on mobile...
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Cognitive Systems: Joint Chinese-German Workshop, Shanghai, China, March 7-11, 2005, Revised Selected PapersSpringer, 2007
This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post-proceedings of the Joint Chinese-German Workshop on Cognitive Systems held in Shanghai in March 2005.
The 13 revised papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from numerous submissions for inclusion in the book. The workshop served to present the current state of the art in the new...
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Oxford Handbook of the History of Mathematics (Oxford Handbooks)Oxford University Press, 2009
This Handbook explores the history of mathematics under a series of themes which raise new questions about what mathematics has been and what it has meant to practice it. It addresses questions of who creates mathematics, who uses it, and how. A broader understanding of mathematical practitioners naturally leads to a new appreciation of what...
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Unifying Theories of Programming: Third International SymposiumSpringer, 2010

	This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the Third International Symposium on Unifying Theories of Programming, UTP 2010, held in Shanghai, China, in November 2010, in conjunction with the 12th International Conference on Formal Engineering Methods, ICFEM 2010. The 12 revised full papers presented together with 3 invited talks were...
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Haloalkyne Chemistry (SpringerBriefs in Molecular Science)Springer, 2015

	This book presents efficient and practical methods for the synthesis of various functionalized organic molecules from haloalkynes through different reaction processes such as cross-coupling reactions, nucleophilic additions and cycloadditions. It consists of four chapters demonstrating interesting examples of these transformations, and...
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Understanding the Impact of INSET on Teacher Change in ChinaPalgrave Macmillan, 2019

	
		This pivot considers the impact of INSET courses on EFL teachers practicing under the national curriculum reform in China. Providing context-specific findings on the policy and implementation of INSET as well as its impact on teacher education initiatives in both China and similar contexts, it explores the limitations of one off...
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Encyclopedia of World Cultures: IndexesMacmillan Technical, 1995
It has taken ten years of work to produce this ten-volume Encyclopedia of World Cultures. Thirteen editors, six associate editors, 800 contributors, 20 translators, and the staffs of the Human Relations Area Files, G. K. Hall and Co., and Macmillan Library Reference have been involved in the process.

In keeping with the global scope of...
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Water and the Future of Humanity: Revisiting Water SecuritySpringer, 2013

	This unique, engaging, and highly authoritative volume enlightens readers on changes needed in the way society accesses, provides, and uses water. It further shines a light on changes needed in the way we use food, energy, and other goods and services in relation to water, and offers projections and recommendations, up to 2050, that apply to...
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IP Networking over Next-Generation Satellite Systems: International Workshop, Budapest, July 2007Springer, 2007
With the boom of Internet, IP-based applications, such as WWW and multimedia, bave been an essential part of our life, and there is an ever-increasing demand for accessing high-speed Internet services anywhere and anytime. This trend unavoidably has huge impacts on the design of the next-generation satellite systems. On the other hand, with its...
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